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Girl In Translation
“With a cast of characters reminiscent of the French film Amélie, Féret-Fleury creates a world that is delightful and
enchanting...Light and sweet as a bonbon, this little confection of a book is delicious.” —Kirkus Reviews For fans of
Amélie and The Little Paris Bookshop, a modern fairytale about a French woman whose life is turned upside down when
she meets a reclusive bookseller and his young daughter. Juliette leads a perfectly ordinary life in Paris, working a slow
office job, dating a string of not-quite-right men, and fighting off melancholy. The only bright spots in her day are her
métro rides across the city and the stories she dreams up about the strangers reading books across from her: the old
lady, the math student, the amateur ornithologist, the woman in love, the girl who always tears up at page 247. One
morning, avoiding the office for as long as she can, Juliette finds herself on a new block, in front of a rusty gate wedged
open with a book. Unable to resist, Juliette walks through, into the bizarre and enchanting lives of Soliman and his young
daughter, Zaide. Before she realizes entirely what is happening, Juliette agrees to become a passeur, Soliman’s name
for the booksellers he hires to take stacks of used books out of his store and into the world, using their imagination and
intuition to match books with readers. Suddenly, Juliette’s daydreaming becomes her reality, and when Soliman asks her
to move in to their store to take care of Zaide while he goes away, she has to decide if she is ready to throw herself
headfirst into this new life. Big-hearted, funny, and gloriously zany, The Girl Who Reads on the Métro is a delayed
coming-of-age story about a young woman who dares to change her life, and a celebration of the power of books to unite
us all.
From the bestselling author of Searching for Sylvie Lee and Girl in Translation, a novel about a young woman torn
between her family duties in Chinatown and her escape into the world of ballroom dancing. Twenty-two-year-old Charlie
Wong grew up in New York’s Chinatown, the older daughter of a Beijing ballerina and a noodle maker. Though an ABC
(America-born Chinese), Charlie’s entire world has been limited to this small area. Now grown, she lives in the same tiny
apartment with her widower father and her eleven-year-old sister, and works—miserably—as a dishwasher. But when she
lands a job as a receptionist at a ballroom dance studio, Charlie gains access to a world she hardly knew existed, and
everything she once took to be certain turns upside down. Gradually, at the dance studio, awkward Charlie’s natural
talents begin to emerge. With them, her perspective, expectations, and sense of self are transformed—something she
must take great pains to hide from her father and his suspicion of all things Western. As Charlie blossoms, though, her
sister becomes chronically ill. As Pa insists on treating his ailing child exclusively with Eastern practices to no avail,
Charlie is forced to try to reconcile her two selves and her two worlds—Eastern and Western, old world and new—to rescue
her little sister without sacrificing her newfound confidence and identity.
The late poet and memoirist Czeslaw Milosz wrote, "I am enchanted. This book is graceful and profound." Since its
publication in 1989, many other readers across the world have been enchanted by Lost in Translation: A Life in a New
Language, a classic of exile and immigrant literature, as well as a girl’s coming-of-age memoir. Lost in Translationmoves
from Hoffman's childhood in Cracow, Poland to her adolescence in Vancouver, British Columbia to her university years in
Texas and Massachusetts to New York City, where she becomes a writer and an editor at the New York Times Book
Review. Its multi-layered narrative encompasses many themes: the defining power of language; the costs and benefits of
changing cultures, the construction of personal identity, and the profound consequences, for a generation of post-war
Jews like Hoffman, of Nazism and Communism. Lost in Translation is, as Publisher's Weekly wrote, "a penetrating, lyrical
memoir that casts a wide net," challenges its reader to reconsider their own language, autobiography, cultures, and
childhoods. Lost in Translation was first published in the United States in 1989. Hoffman’s subsequent books of literary
non-fiction include Exit into History, Shtetl, After Such Knowledge, Time and two novels, The Secret and Appassionata.
"Nothing, after all, has been lost; poetry this time has been made in and by translation." — Peter Conrad, The New York
Times "Handsomely written and judiciously reflective, it is testimony to the human capacity not merely to adapt but to
reinvent: to find new lives for ourselves without forfeiting the dignity and meaning of our old ones." — Jonathan Yardley,
Washington Post "As a childhood memoir, Lost in Translation has the colors and nuance of Nabokov'sSpeak, Memory.
As an account of a young mind wandering into great books, it recalls Sartre's Words. … As an anthropology of Eastern
European émigré life, American academe and the Upper West Side of Manhattan, it's every bit as deep and wicked as
anything by Cynthia Ozick. … A brilliant, polyphonic book that is itself an act of faith, a Bach Fugue." — John Leonard,
Harper’s Magazine
Fans of Girl, Interrupted, Thirteen Reasons Why, and All the Bright Places will love this New York Times bestseller. "A
haunting, beautiful, and necessary book that will stay with you long after you've read the last page."—Nicola Yoon, #1
New York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything and The Sun Is Also a Star Charlotte Davis is in pieces. At
seventeen she’s already lost more than most people do in a lifetime. But she’s learned how to forget. The broken glass
washes away the sorrow until there is nothing but calm. You don’t have to think about your father and the river. Your
best friend, who is gone forever. Or your mother, who has nothing left to give you. Every new scar hardens Charlie’s
heart just a little more, yet it still hurts so much. It hurts enough to not care anymore, which is sometimes what has to
happen before you can find your way back from the edge. A deeply moving portrait of a girl in a world that owes her
nothing, and has taken so much, and the journey she undergoes to put herself back together. Kathleen Glasgow's debut
is heartbreakingly real and unflinchingly honest. It’s a story you won’t be able to look away from. “Girl, Interrupted
meets Speak.”—Refinery29 “A dark yet powerful read.”—Paste Magazine “One of the most affecting novels we have
read.”—Goop “Breathtaking and beautifully written.”—Bustle “Intimate and gritty.”—The Irish Times And don’t miss
Kathleen Glasgow's newest novel How to Make Friends with the Dark, which Karen M. McManus, the New York Times
bestselling author of One of Us Is Lying, calls "rare and powerful."
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LONGLISTED FOR THE 2021 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD IN FICTION NATIONAL BESTSELLER ONE OF BARACK
OBAMA’S FAVORITE SUMMER READS “One of the best novels I’ve read in 2021.” – Dwight Garner, The New York
Times “A perfect novel—taut and seductive.” —Brandon Taylor, author of Real Life and Filthy Animals “Intimacies is a
haunting, precise, and morally astute novel that reads like a psychological thriller…. Katie Kitamura is a wonder.” —Dana
Spiotta, author of Wayward and Eat the Document A novel from the author of A Separation, an electrifying story about a
woman caught between many truths. An interpreter has come to The Hague to escape New York and work at the
International Court. A woman of many languages and identities, she is looking for a place to finally call home. She's
drawn into simmering personal dramas: her lover, Adriaan, is separated from his wife but still entangled in his marriage.
Her friend Jana witnesses a seemingly random act of violence, a crime the interpreter becomes increasingly obsessed
with as she befriends the victim's sister. And she's pulled into an explosive political controversy when she’s asked to
interpret for a former president accused of war crimes. A woman of quiet passion, she confronts power, love, and
violence, both in her personal intimacies and in her work at the Court. She is soon pushed to the precipice, where
betrayal and heartbreak threaten to overwhelm her, forcing her to decide what she wants from her life.
A novel of searing intelligence and startling originality, Lost in Translation heralds the debut of a unique new voice on the
literary landscape. Nicole Mones creates an unforgettable story of love and desire, of family ties and human conflict, and
of one woman's struggle to lose herself in a foreign land--only to discover her home, her heart, herself. At dawn in
Beijing, Alice Mannegan pedals a bicycle through the deserted streets. An American by birth, a translator by profession,
she spends her nights in Beijing's smoke-filled bars, and the Chinese men she so desires never misunderstand her
intentions. All around her rushes the air of China, the scent of history and change, of a world where she has come to
escape her father's love and her own pain. It is a world in which, each night as she slips from her hotel, she hopes to lose
herself forever. For Alice, it began with a phone call from an American archaeologist seeking a translator. And it ended in
an intoxicating journey of the heart--one that would plunge her into a nation's past, and into some of the most rarely
glimpsed regions of China. Hired by an archaeologist searching for the bones of Peking Man, Alice joins an expedition
that penetrates a vast, uncharted land and brings Professor Lin Shiyang into her life. As they draw closer to unearthing
the secret of Peking Man, as the group's every move is followed, their every whisper recorded, Alice and Lin find shelter
in each other, slowly putting to rest the ghosts of their pasts. What happens between them becomes one of the most
breathtakingly erotic love stories in recent fiction. Indeed, Lost in Translation is a novel about love--between a nation and
its past, between a man and a memory, between a father and a daughter. Its powerful impact confirms the extraordinary
gifts of a master storyteller, Nicole Mones.
The compelling diary of a young girl on the brink of maturity as her life draws to toward its tragic end -- one of the most
moving and vivid documents of the Jewish experience.
From the author of Searching for Sylvie Lee, the iconic, New York Times-bestselling debut novel that introduced an
important Chinese-American voice with an inspiring story of an immigrant girl forced to choose between two worlds and
two futures. When Kimberly Chang and her mother emigrate from Hong Kong to Brooklyn squalor, she quickly begins a
secret double life: exceptional schoolgirl during the day, Chinatown sweatshop worker in the evenings. Disguising the
more difficult truths of her life—like the staggering degree of her poverty, the weight of her family's future resting on her
shoulders, or her secret love for a factory boy who shares none of her talent or ambition—Kimberly learns to constantly
translate not just her language but herself back and forth between the worlds she straddles. Through Kimberly's story,
author Jean Kwok, who also emigrated from Hong Kong as a young girl, brings to the page the lives of countless
immigrants who are caught between the pressure to succeed in America, their duty to their family, and their own personal
desires, exposing a world that we rarely hear about. Written in an indelible voice that dramatizes the tensions of an
immigrant girl growing up between two cultures, surrounded by a language and world only half understood, Girl in
Translation is an unforgettable and classic novel of an American immigrant-a moving tale of hardship and triumph,
heartbreak and love, and all that gets lost in translation.
In 1967, after a session with a psychiatrist she'd never seen before, eighteen-year-old Susanna Kaysen was put in a taxi
and sent to McLean Hospital. She spent most of the next two years in the ward for teenage girls in a psychiatric hospital
as renowned for its famous clientele—Sylvia Plath, Robert Lowell, James Taylor, and Ray Charles—as for its progressive
methods of treating those who could afford its sanctuary. Kaysen's memoir encompasses horror and razor-edged
perception while providing vivid portraits of her fellow patients and their keepers. It is a brilliant evocation of a "parallel
universe" set within the kaleidoscopically shifting landscape of the late sixties. Girl, Interrupted is a clear-sighted,
unflinching document that gives lasting and specific dimension to our definitions of sane and insane, mental illness and
recovery.
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great ideas.
When Nick learns some interesting information about how words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for his
best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a pen has to be called a pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin innocently
enough as Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then other people in town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in
an uproar, and Nick has become a local hero. His teacher wants Nick to put an end to all this nonsense, but the funny
thing is frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is spreading across the country, and there's nothing Nick
can do to stop it.
With unique personal insight, experience, and hard science, Animals in Translations is the definitive, groundbreaking
work on animal behavior and psychology. Temple Grandin’s professional training as an animal scientist and her history
as a person with autism have given her a perspective like that of no other expert in the field of animal science. Grandin
and coauthor Catherine Johnson present their powerful theory that autistic people can often think the way animals
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think—putting autistic people in the perfect position to translate “animal talk.” Exploring animal pain, fear, aggression,
love, friendship, communication, learning, and even animal genius, Grandin is a faithful guide into their world. Animals in
Translation reveals that animals are much smarter than anyone ever imagined, and Grandin, standing at the intersection
of autism and animals, offers unparalleled observations and extraordinary ideas about both.
"A warm, beguiling book full of hard-won wisdom."--Janet Maslin, The New York Times "The Center of Everything is as
realistic and familiar as a summer day in Kansas--brave and gritty, strong voiced and spare."--O, The Oprah Magazine
Set in Kerrville, Kansas, The Center of Everything is told by Evelyn Bucknow, an endearing character with a wholly
refreshing way of looking at the world. Living with her single mother in a small apartment, Evelyn Bucknow is a young girl
wincing her way through adolescence. With a voice that is as charming as it is recognizable, Evelyn immerses the reader
in the dramas of an entire community. The people of Kerrville, stuck at once in the middle of nowhere but also at the
center of everything, are the source from which Moriarty draws on universal dilemmas of love and belief to render a story
that grows in emotional intensity until it lifts the reader to heights achieved only by the finest of fiction.
An enthralling literary debut that tells the story of a young girl’s coming of age in the cutthroat world of New York City
ballet—a story of obsession and the quest for perfection, trust and betrayal, beauty and lost innocence. In the roiling
summer of 1977, eleven-year-old Mira is an aspiring ballerina in the romantic, highly competitive world of New York City
ballet. Enduring the mess of her parent’s divorce, she finds escape in dance—the rigorous hours of practice, the exquisite
beauty, the precision of movement, the obsessive perfectionism. Ballet offers her control, power, and the promise of
glory. It also introduces her to forty-seven-year-old Maurice DuPont, a reclusive, charismatic balletomane who becomes
her mentor. Over the course of three years, Mira is accepted into the prestigious School of American Ballet run by the
legendary George Balanchine, and eventually becomes one of “Mr. B’s girls”—a dancer of rare talent chosen for
greatness. As she ascends higher in the ballet world, her relationship with Maurice intensifies, touching dark places
within herself and sparking unexpected desires that will upend both their lives. In the present day, Kate, a professor of
dance at a Midwestern college, embarks on a risky affair with a student that threatens to obliterate her career and
capsizes the new life she has painstakingly created for her reinvented self. When she receives a letter from a man she’s
long thought dead, Kate is hurled back into the dramas of a past she thought she had left behind. Told in interweaving
narratives that move between past and present, Girl Through Glass illuminates the costs of ambition, secrets, and the
desire for beauty, and reveals how the sacrifices we make for an ideal can destroy—or save—us.
NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE • Set in Senegal, this modern-day Oliver Twist is a meditation on the power of
love, and the strength that can emerge when we have no other choice but to survive. “I loved this book because it is a
story about generations of parents and children saving one another with a love so powerful that it transcends distance,
time, and reason.”—Ann Napolitano, New York Times bestselling author of Dear Edward Six-year-old Ibrahimah loves
snatching pastries from his mother’s kitchen, harvesting string beans with his father, and searching for sea glass with his
sisters. But when he is approached in his rural village one day by Marabout Ahmed, a seemingly kind stranger and highly
regarded teacher, the tides of his life turn forever. Ibrahimah is sent to the capital city of Dakar to join his cousin Étienne
in studying the Koran under Marabout Ahmed for a year, but instead of the days of learning that Ibrahimah’s parents
imagine, the young boys, called Talibé, are forced to beg in the streets in order to line their teacher’s pockets. To make it
back home, Étienne and Ibrahimah must help each other survive both the dangers posed by their Marabout, and the
darker sides of Dakar: threats of black-market organ traders, rival packs of Talibé, and mounting student protest on the
streets. Drawn from real incidents and transporting readers between rural and urban Senegal, No Heaven for Good Boys
is a tale of hope, resilience, and the affirming power of love.
“The little girl I was would have been thrilled to encounter Meilan... having found a character who embraces the
complexity of being both Chinese and American, I would have been able to echo her words: 'I am not alone.'” —New York
Times Book Review by Jean Kwok A family feud before the start of seventh grade propels Meilan from Boston's
Chinatown to rural Ohio, where she must tap into her inner strength and sense of justice to make a new place for herself
in this resonant debut. Meilan Hua's world is made up of a few key ingredients: her family's beloved matriarch, Nai Nai;
the bakery her parents, aunts, and uncles own and run in Boston's Chinatown; and her favorite Chinese fairy tales. After
Nai Nai passes, the family has a falling-out that sends Meilan, her parents, and her grieving grandfather on the road in
search of a new home. They take a winding path across the country before landing in Redbud, Ohio. Everything in
Redbud is the opposite of Chinatown, and Meilan's not quite sure who she is--being renamed at school only makes it
worse. She decides she is many Meilans, each inspired by a different Chinese character with the same pronunciation as
her name. Sometimes she is Mist, cooling and invisible; other times, she's Basket, carrying her parents' hopes and
dreams and her guilt of not living up to them; and occasionally she is bright Blue, the way she feels around her new friend
Logan. Meilan keeps her facets separate until an injustice at school shows her the power of bringing her many selves
together. The Many Meanings of Meilan, written in stunning prose by Andrea Wang, is an exploration of all the things it's
possible to grieve, the injustices large and small that make us rage, and the peace that's unlocked when we learn to find
home within ourselves.
'Without translation, we would be living in provinces bordering on silence' George Steiner. It is impossible to overstate the
influence world literatures have had in defining each other. No culture exists in isolation; all writers are part of the
intertwining braid of literature. Found In Translation brings together one hundred glittering diamonds of world literature,
celebrating not only the original texts themselves but also the art of translation. From Azerbijan to Uzbekistan, by way of
China and Bengal, Suriname and Slovenia, some of the greatest voices of world literature come together in a thunderous
chorus. If the authors include Nobel Prize winners, some of the translators are equally famous – here, Saul Bellow
translates Isaac Beshevis Singer, D.H. Lawrence and Edith Wharton translate classic Italian short stories, and Victoria
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Hislop has taken her first venture into translation with the only short story written by Constantine P. Cavafy. This exciting,
original and brilliantly varied collection of stories takes the reader literally on a journey, exploring the best short stories the
globe has to offer.
Broken Stars, edited by multi award-winning writer Ken Liu--translator of the bestselling and Hugo Award-winning novel The Three
Body Problem by acclaimed Chinese author Cixin Liu-- is his second thought-provoking anthology of Chinese short speculative
fiction. Some of the included authors are already familiar to readers in the West (Liu Cixin and Hao Jingfang, both Hugo winners);
some are publishing in English for the first time. Because of the growing interest in newer SFF from China, virtually every story
here was first published in Chinese in the 2010s. The stories span the range from short-shorts to novellas, and evoke every hue
on the emotional spectrum. Besides stories firmly entrenched in subgenres familiar to Western SFF readers such as hard SF,
cyberpunk, science fantasy, and space opera, the anthology also includes stories that showcase deeper ties to Chinese culture:
alternate Chinese history, chuanyue time travel, satire with historical and contemporary allusions that are likely unknown to the
average Western reader. While the anthology makes no claim or attempt to be "representative" or “comprehensive," it
demonstrates the vibrancy and diversity of science fiction being written in China at this moment. In addition, three essays at the
end of the book explore the history of Chinese science fiction publishing, the state of contemporary Chinese fandom, and how the
growing interest in science fiction in China has impacted writers who had long labored in obscurity. Stories include: “Goodnight,
Melancholy” by Xia Jia “The Snow of Jinyang” by Zhang Ran “Broken Stars” by Tang Fei “Submarines” by Han Song “Salinger
and the Koreans” by Han Song “Under a Dangling Sky” by Cheng Jingbo “What Has Passed Shall in Kinder Light Appear” by
Baoshu “The New Year Train” by Hao Jingfang “The Robot Who Liked to Tell Tall Tales” by Fei Dao “Moonlight” by Liu Cixin
“The Restaurant at the End of the Universe: Laba Porridge" by Anna Wu “The First Emperor’s Games” by Ma Boyong
“Reflection” by Gu Shi “The Brain Box” by Regina Kanyu Wang “Coming of the Light” by Chen Qiufan “A History of Future
Illnesses” by Chen Qiufan Essays: “A Brief Introduction to Chinese Science Fiction and Fandom,” by Regina Kanyu Wang, “A
New Continent for China Scholars: Chinese Science Fiction Studies” by Mingwei Song “Science Fiction: Embarrassing No More”
by Fei Dao For more Chinese SF in translation, check out Invisible Planets. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
"Could there be a timelier gift to quarantined readers...? I doubt it."—The Washington Post "A heartening gathering of writers joining
forces for community support."—Kirkus Reviews "Connects writers, readers, and booksellers in a wonderfully imaginative way. It's a
really good book for a really good cause"—Bestselling author James Patterson ALONE TOGETHER: Love, Grief, and Comfort in
the Time of COVID-19 is a collection of essays, poems, and interviews to serve as a lifeline for negotiating how to connect and
thrive during this stressful time of isolation as well as a historical perspective that will remain relevant for years to come. All
contributing authors and business partners are donating their share to The Book Industry Charitable Foundation (Binc), a nonprofit
organization that coordinates charitable programs to strengthen the bookselling community. The roster of diverse voices includes
Faith Adiele, Kwame Alexander, Jenna Blum, Andre Dubus III, Jamie Ford, Nikki Giovanni, Pam Houston, Jean Kwok, Major
Jackson, Devi S. Laskar, Caroline Leavitt, Ada Limón, Dani Shapiro, David Sheff, Garth Stein, Luis Alberto Urrea, Steve
Yarbrough, and Lidia Yuknavitch. The overarching theme is how this age of isolation and uncertainty is changing us as individuals
and a society. "Alone Together showcases the human desire to grieve, explore, comfort, connect, and simply sit with the world as
it weathers the pandemic. Jennifer Haupt's timely and moving anthology also benefits the Book Industry Charitable Foundation,
making it a project that is noble in both word and deed."—Ann Patchett, Bestselling author, bookseller, and Co-Ambassador for The
Book Industry Charitable Foundation
An Instant New York Times Bestseller A Read with Jenna Today Show Book Club Pick! “Powerful . . . A twisting tale of love, loss,
and dark family secrets.” — Paula Hawkins, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Girl on the Train and Into the Water A
poignant and suspenseful drama that untangles the complicated ties binding three women—two sisters and their mother—in one
Chinese immigrant family and explores what happens when the eldest daughter disappears, and a series of family secrets
emerge, from the New York Times bestselling author of Girl in Translation It begins with a mystery. Sylvie, the beautiful, brilliant,
successful older daughter of the Lee family, flies to the Netherlands for one final visit with her dying grandmother—and then
vanishes. Amy, the sheltered baby of the Lee family, is too young to remember a time when her parents were newly immigrated
and too poor to keep Sylvie. Seven years older, Sylvie was raised by a distant relative in a faraway, foreign place, and didn’t rejoin
her family in America until age nine. Timid and shy, Amy has always looked up to her sister, the fierce and fearless protector who
showered her with unconditional love. But what happened to Sylvie? Amy and her parents are distraught and desperate for
answers. Sylvie has always looked out for them. Now, it’s Amy’s turn to help. Terrified yet determined, Amy retraces her sister’s
movements, flying to the last place Sylvie was seen. But instead of simple answers, she discovers something much more valuable:
the truth. Sylvie, the golden girl, kept painful secrets . . . secrets that will reveal more about Amy’s complicated family—and
herself—than she ever could have imagined. A deeply moving story of family, secrets, identity, and longing, Searching for Sylvie
Lee is both a gripping page-turner and a sensitive portrait of an immigrant family. It is a profound exploration of the many ways
culture and language can divide us and the impossibility of ever truly knowing someone—especially those we love. “This is a true
beach read! You can’t put it down!” – Jenna Bush Hager, Today Show Book Club Pick
This volume offers a unified treatment and critical review of the literature related to the fluid dynamics, heat transfer, and mass
transfer of single bubbles, drops, and particles. 1978 edition.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE CENTER FOR FICTION FIRST NOVEL PRIZE A lyrical novel set against the backdrop of China’s
Cultural Revolution that follows a father’s quest to reunite his family before his precocious daughter’s momentous birthday, which
Garth Greenwell calls “one of the most beautiful debuts I’ve read in years.” “A beautifully written, poignant exploration of family,
art, culture, immigration, and most of all, love.” —Jean Kwok, author of Searching for Sylvie Lee and Girl in Translation How many
times in life can we start over without losing ourselves? In the summer of 1986, in a small Chinese village, ten-year-old Junie
receives a momentous letter from her parents, who had left for America years ago: her father promises to return home and collect
her by her twelfth birthday. But Junie’s growing determination to stay put in the idyllic countryside with her beloved grandparents
threatens to derail her family’s shared future. What Junie doesn’t know is that her parents, Momo and Cassia, are newly
estranged from one another in their adopted country, each holding close private tragedies and histories from the tumultuous years
of their youth during China’s Cultural Revolution. While Momo grapples anew with his deferred musical ambitions and dreams for
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Junie’s future in America, Cassia finally begins to wrestle with a shocking act of brutality from years ago. In order for Momo to
fulfill his promise, he must make one last desperate attempt to reunite all three members of the family before Junie’s
birthday—even if it means bringing painful family secrets to light. Swimming Back to Trout River weaves together the stories of
Junie, Momo, Cassia, and Dawn—a talented violinist from Momo’s past—while depicting their heartbreak and resilience, tenderly
revealing the hope, compromises, and abiding ingenuity that make up the lives of immigrants. Feng’s debut is “filled with tragedy
yet touched with life-affirming passion” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review), and “Feng weaves a plot both surprising and inevitable,
with not a word to spare” (Booklist, starred review).
Is the memory of happiness that has passed, sad or happy? Four middle aged men sit together in a railway station, waiting for
dawn to break. To pass their time, each tells a story of a woman they loved secretly in their youth... Romantic, elegant, suffused
with melancholy, My Kind of Girl is a classic love story from one of Bengal’s great writers.
Emigrating with her mother from Hong Kong to Brooklyn, Kimberly begins a double life as a schoolgirl by day and sweatshop
worker at night, an existence also marked by her first crush and the pressure to save her family from poverty.
In modern Brazil, Lorena fantasizes about getting involved with a married man, Lia dreams of freeing her imprisoned fiancâe, and
Ana Clara falls into a downward spiral of drugs and obsession.

A striking first novel about the dark side of the American Dream Suzy Park is a twenty-nine-year-old Korean American
interpreter for the New York City court system. Young, attractive, and achingly alone, she makes a startling and ominous
discovery during one court case that forever alters her family's history. Five years prior, her parents--hardworking
greengrocers who forfeited personal happiness for their children's gain--were brutally murdered in an apparent robbery of
their fruit and vegetable stand. Or so Suzy believed. But the glint of a new lead entices Suzy into the dangerous Korean
underworld, and ultimately reveals the mystery of her parents' homicide. An auspicious debut about the myth of the
model Asian citizen, The Interpreter traverses the distance between old worlds and new, poverty and privilege, language
and understanding.
Emigrating with her mother from Hong Kong to Brooklyn, Kimberly Chang begins a secret double life as an exceptional
schoolgirl during the day and sweatshop worker at night, an existence also marked by a first crush and the pressure to
save her family from poverty. A first novel. (General fiction).
“The first taste I had for books came to me from my pleasure in the fables of the Metamorphoses of Ovid. For at about
seven or eight years of age I would steal away from any other pleasure to read them, inasmuch as this language was my
mother tongue, and it was the easiest book I knew and the best suited by its content to my tender age.” –Michel de
MontaigneThe Amores (16 BC) is a book of love elegies by Ovid. Divided into three books, The Amores was one of the
Roman poet’s first published works, an ambitious and often scorned attempt at achieving fame which tapped into the
ancient tradition of romantic poetry while exhibiting its author’s keen sense for outrage and social satire. Far from
relatable, Ovid’s poet-narrator is a caricature of the desperate lover, an example of what not to do in romance, or rather
of how to guarantee public embarrassment for oneself and one’s horrified friends and family. At times serious, at others
humorous, The Amores uses a mix of down-to-earth examples and relatable references to mythology in its dedicated
portrayal of a man brought low with desire. Struck by Cupid himself, he longs for the lovely Corinna, a woman of higher
class and of clearly higher grace. Despite his numerous efforts—begging at her door, threatening suicide, bribing her
servants, and driving himself to the brink of insanity—the poet fails time and again to convince Corinna to be his constant
companion. Consistently failing to use discretion, he illuminates the cruel and often one-sided nature of love, while also
providing an unintentionally critical analysis of the role social class plays in policing desire. In passages ranging from the
lofty to the bawdy, Ovid proves himself a poet on the doorstep of fame, a man both sure of his talent and desperate for
success and affirmation. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Ovid’s
The Amores is a classic work of Roman literature reimagined for modern readers.
Geralt the Witcher—revered and hated—holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of
adventures, the first chapter in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired the hit Netflix show and the
blockbuster video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious
elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary killer. His sole purpose: to destroy
the monsters that plague the world. But not everything monstrous-looking is evil and not everything fair is good . . . and in
every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. And look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite
Trilogy! Witcher collections The Last Wish Sword of Destiny Witcher novels Blood of Elves The Time of Contempt
Baptism of Fire The Tower of Swallows Lady of the Lake ?Season of Storms Hussite Trilogy The Tower of Fools The
Malady and Other Stories: An Andrzej Sapkowski Sampler (e-only) Translated from original Polish by Danusia Stok
Clare Dunkle seemed to have an ideal life—two beautiful, high-achieving teenage daughters, a loving husband, and a
satisfying and successful career as a children's book novelist. But it's when you let down your guard that the ax falls. Just
after one daughter successfully conquered her depression, another daughter developed a life-threatening eating
disorder. Co-published with Elena Vanishing, the memoir of her daughter, this is the story—told in brave, beautifully
written, and unflinchingly honest prose—of one family's fight against a deadly disease, from an often ignored but important
perspective: the mother of the anorexic.
If you were inspired by Wild and Eat, Pray, Love, you’ll love this extraordinary true story of a woman taking the greatest
risk of her life in order to heal from the unthinkable. After escaping an abusive marriage, Cara Brookins had four children
to provide for and no one to turn to but herself. In desperate need of a home but without the means to buy one, she did
something incredible. Equipped only with YouTube instructional videos, a small bank loan and a mile-wide stubborn
streak, Cara built her own house from the foundation up with a work crew made up of her four children. It would be the
hardest thing she had ever done. With no experience nailing together anything bigger than a bookshelf, she and her kids
poured concrete, framed the walls and laid bricks for their two story, five bedroom house. She had convinced herself that
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if they could build a house, they could rebuild their broken family. This must-read memoir traces one family’s rise from
battered victims to stronger, better versions of themselves, all through one extraordinary do-it-yourself project.
Sworn enemies and Translators, Kathryn, who was once a human empath, and Jarrikk, a crippled S'sinn, must join
forces to stop a war between the humans and their own species that could disrupt the delicate balance of the multiracial
Commonwealth. Reprint.
From an award-winning Turkish novelist comes a powerful English-language debut about a girl's coming of age amid
violent unrest--and her unexpected escape. A young woman climbs the tallest tree in Istanbul's centuries-old Gülhane
Park, determined to live out the rest of her days there. Perched in an abandoned stork's nest in a sanctuary of branches
and leaves, she tries to make sense of the rising tide of violence in the world below. Torn between the desire to forget all
that has happened and the need to remember, her story, and the stories of those around her, begins to unfold. Then,
unexpectedly, comes a soul mate with a shared destiny. A lonely boy working at a nearby hotel looks up and falls in love.
The two share stories of the fates of their families, of a changing city, and of their political awakenings in the Gezi Park
protests. Together, they navigate their histories of love and loss, set against a backdrop of societal tension leading up to
the tragic bombing that marked a turn in Turkey's democracy--and sent a young girl fleeing into the trees. Narrated by
one of the most unforgettable characters in contemporary fiction--as full of audacious humor and irony as she is of rage
and grief--this unsparing and poetic novel of political madness, precarious dreams, and the will to survive brilliantly
captures a girl's road to defiance in a world turned upside down, in which it is only from the treetops that she can find a
grip on reality--and the promise of hope.
Issued also in printed form.
The #1 New York Times Bestseller, USA Today Book of the Year, now a major motion picture starring Emily Blunt. The debut
psychological thriller that will forever change the way you look at other people's lives, from the author of Into the Water and A Slow
Fire Burning. “Nothing is more addicting than The Girl on the Train.”—Vanity Fair “The Girl on the Train has more fun with
unreliable narration than any chiller since Gone Girl. . . . [It] is liable to draw a large, bedazzled readership.”—The New York Times
“Marries movie noir with novelistic trickery. . . hang on tight. You'll be surprised by what horrors lurk around the bend.”—USA
Today “Like its train, the story blasts through the stagnation of these lives in suburban London and the reader cannot help but turn
pages.”—The Boston Globe “Gone Girl fans will devour this psychological thriller.”—People EVERY DAY THE SAME Rachel takes
the same commuter train every morning and night. Every day she rattles down the track, flashes past a stretch of cozy suburban
homes, and stops at the signal that allows her to daily watch the same couple breakfasting on their deck. She's even started to feel
like she knows them. Jess and Jason, she calls them. Their life--as she sees it--is perfect. Not unlike the life she recently lost.
UNTIL TODAY And then she sees something shocking. It's only a minute until the train moves on, but it's enough. Now
everything's changed. Unable to keep it to herself, Rachel goes to the police. But is she really as unreliable as they say? Soon she
is deeply entangled not only in the investigation but in the lives of everyone involved. Has she done more harm than good?
WINNER OF THE 2020 INTERNATIONAL BOOKER PRIZE A stark and gripping tale of childhood grief from one of the most
exciting new voices in Dutch literature Ten-year-old Jas lives with her strictly religious parents and her siblings on a dairy farm
where waste and frivolity are akin to sin. Despite the dreary routine of their days, Jas has a unique way of experiencing her world:
her face soft like cheese under her mother’s hands; the texture of green warts, like capers, on migrating toads in the village; the
sound of “blush words” that aren’t in the Bible. One icy morning, the disciplined rhythm of her family’s life is ruptured by a tragic
accident, and Jas is convinced she is to blame. As her parents’ suffering makes them increasingly distant, Jas and her siblings
develop a curiosity about death that leads them into disturbing rituals and fantasies. Cocooned in her red winter coat, Jas dreams
of “the other side” and of salvation, not knowing where this dreaming will finally lead her. A bestseller in the Netherlands, Marieke
Lucas Rijneveld’s radical debut novel The Discomfort of Evening offers readers a rare vision of rural and religious life in the
Netherlands. In it, they ask: In the absence of comfort and care, what can the mind of a child invent to protect itself? And what
happens when that is not enough? With stunning psychological acuity and images of haunting, violent beauty, Rijneveld has
created a captivating world of language unlike any other.
"The Songs of a Sentimental Bloke" by C. J. Dennis. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in
a high-quality digital format.
From the author of Three Souls comes a vividly imagined and haunting new novel set in early 20th century Shanghai—a story of
friendship, heartbreak, and history that follows a young Eurasian orphan’s search for her long-lost mother. That night I dreamed
that I had wandered out to Dragon Springs Road all on my own, when a dreadful knowledge seized me that my mother had gone
away never to return . . . In 1908, Jialing is only seven years old when she is abandoned in the courtyard of a once-lavish estate
near Shanghai. Jialing is zazhong—Eurasian—and faces a lifetime of contempt from both Chinese and Europeans. Without her
mother’s protection, she can survive only if the estate’s new owners, the Yang family, agree to take her in. Jialing finds allies in
Anjuin, the eldest Yang daughter, and Fox, an animal spirit who has lived in the haunted courtyard for centuries. But Jialing’s life
as the Yangs’ bondservant changes unexpectedly when she befriends a young English girl who then mysteriously vanishes.
Always hopeful of finding her long-lost mother, Jialing grows into womanhood during the tumultuous early years of the Chinese
republic, guided by Fox and by her own strength of spirit, away from the shadows of her past. But she finds herself drawn into a
murder at the periphery of political intrigue, a relationship that jeopardizes her friendship with Anjuin and a forbidden affair that
brings danger to the man she loves.
Stuck. That's how 33-year-old aspiring singer Celeste Duncan feels, with her deadbeat boyfriend and static career. But then
Celeste receives a puzzling phone call and a box full of mysterious family heirlooms which just might be the first real clue to the
identity of the father she never knew. Impulsively, Celeste flies to Japan to search for a long-lost relative who could be able to
explain. She stumbles head first into a weird, wonderful world where nothing is quite as it seems—a land with an inexplicable
fascination with foreigners, karaoke boxes, and unbearably perky TV stars. With little knowledge of Japanese, Celeste finds a
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friend in her English-speaking homestay brother, Takuya, and comes to depend on him for all variety of translation, travel and
investigatory needs. As they cross the country following a trail after Celeste's family, she discovers she's developing "more-thansisterly" feelings for him. But with a nosy homestay mom scheming to reunite Takuya with his old girlfriend, and her search
growing dimmer, Celeste begins to wonder whether she's made a terrible mistake by coming to Japan. Can Celeste find her true
self in this strange land, and discover that love can transcend culture?
Criminal psychologist Seonkyeong has two new people in her life. A serial killer whose gruesome murders shook the world but
who has steadfastly remained silent. Until now. A young, innocent looking stepdaughter from her husband's previous marriage,
who unexpectedly turns up at the door after the sudden death of her grandparents. Both are unsettling. Both are deeply troubled.
And both seem to want something from her. Can she work out just who is the victim in all of this? Before it's too late.
A fictional celebration of Italian life and culture where seventeen-year-old Alessandra returns for the summer to Italy, where she
grew up. While confronting organized crime in the picturesque small town of Positano and babysitting a rebellious twelve year old,
Alessandra loses her heart to a handsome Italian boy who hides secrets of his own.
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